since

adverb
\ˈsin(t)s\n
Definition of since

(Entry 1 of 3)

1 : from a definite past time until now has stayed there ever since
2 : before the present time : ago long since dead
3 : after a time in the past : subsequently has since become rich

since

conjunction

Definition of since (Entry 2 of 3)

1 : at a time in the past after or later than has held two jobs since he graduated: from the time in the past when ever since I was a child
2 obsolete : when
3 : in view of the fact that : because since it was raining she took an umbrella

since

preposition

Definition of since (Entry 3 of 3)

: in the period after a specified time in the past : from a specified time in the past
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Synonyms & Antonyms for since

Synonyms: Adverb
ago, agone [archaic], back, syne [chiefly Scottish]

Synonyms: Conjunction
as, as long as, because, being (as or as how or that) [chiefly dialect], ’cause, considering, for, inasmuch as, now, seeing, whereas

Antonyms: Adverb
hence

Visit the Thesaurus for More

Examples of since in a Sentence

Adverb
She graduated four years ago and has since married. He left home two years ago and has since become a soldier.
Conjunction

We've played better since you joined the team. He has had two jobs since he graduated. He hasn't ridden a bike since he was a boy. They haven't won a championship since Truman was President.

Preposition

I haven't seen him since yesterday. I haven't eaten since breakfast. Since the party, she has not spoken to him at all. The company has been in its present location since the beginning of the century. We've been waiting for you since 10 o'clock.

Recent Examples on the Web: Adverb

The conflict with Catalonia has been festering ever since, with a regional election on Dec. 21, 2017, showing that the 7.5 million residents of Catalonia remain divided by the secession question. — Aritz Parra, The Seattle Times, "Spain’s courts put to test by trial of Catalan separatists," 11 Feb. 2019 No one in her family has heard from her since, police say. — Chris Harris, PEOPLE.com, "Missing Colorado Mom Was Last Seen in Alley Behind Bar After St. Patrick's Day," 23 Mar. 2018 As that ship was decommissioned in 1997, the strategy has since changed. — Caroline Hallemann, Town & Country, "There's a Secret Plan in Place to Evacuate Queen Elizabeth in the Event of Brexit Riots," 4 Feb. 2019 The Apollo missions brought back a whole lot of rock samples, and scientists have been methodically analyzing them ever since. — Avery Thompson, Popular Mechanics, "Earth's Oldest Known Rock Was Found on the Moon," 25 Jan. 2019 Until very recently, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex's weekend home had been kept largely private, but photos of the property have since been published. — Amy Mackelden, Harper's BAZAAR, "Meghan Markle and Prince Harry Are Reportedly Moving Out Of Their Cotswold Home," 19 Jan. 2019 Armed with a journalism degree and previous PR experience, Jenny created some buzz about her design work being TV-worthy, and the opportunities have followed ever since. — Maggie Burch, House Beautiful, "How A 'Property Brothers' Episode Changed My Life," 12 Jan. 2019 Deep neural networks quickly became the most popular technique for image recognition tasks, and the machine learning world hasn't looked back since. — Timothy B. Lee, Ars Technica, "How computers got shockingly good at recognizing images," 18 Dec. 2018

Recent Examples on the Web: Preposition

The construction and operation of natural-gas pipelines by private companies has been allowed since 1995. — Anthony Harrup, WSI, "Mexico Seeks to Revise Private Pipeline Contracts," 12 Feb. 2019 The couple met through a friend in 1995 and have been inseparable ever since. — Vanessa Lawrence, ELLE Decor, "Tour the Maximalist Dream Home of Two California Beauty Gurus," 6 Feb. 2019 And BioWare’s made some fixes since last weekend, including fixes to the servers that just would not stay up last week. — Hayden Dingman, PCWorld, "This week in games: The sordid tale of Starbreeze's stumbles, Overwatch players learn piano (with guns)," 1 Feb. 2019 Those with diabetes, since fasting drastically impacts blood sugar. — Karla Walsh, Woman's Day, "Everything You Need to Know About the Dubrow Diet," 29 Jan. 2019 What a year it’s been since then and how exciting for 2019. — Nicole Saunders, Harper's BAZAAR, "Princess Eugenie Celebrates the Anniversary of her Engagement to Jack Brooksbank with an Adorable Instagram Post," 23 Jan. 2019 But since this storm won't have (or isn't expected to have) snow, most are keeping an eye on the weather and seeing how things shake out. — Katherine Lagrave, Condé Nast Traveler, "A Winter Storm Is Probably Going to Mess Up Your Holiday Travel," 21 Dec. 2018 Williams' Australia Open look is her first catsuit since the 2018 French Open. — Halie Lesavage, Glamour, "Serena Williams Brought Back the Catsuit for the 2019 Australian Open," 15 Jan. 2019 Savannah Chrisley and her boyfriend have been #RelationshipGoals since day one. — Kelly O'Sullivan, Country Living, "Savannah Chrisley Reveals the Unusual Way She Met Her Boyfriend Nic Kerdiles," 13 Jan. 2019

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'since.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

See Less

First Known Use of since

Adverb

15th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/since
Conjunction
15th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1
Preposition
circa 1530, in the meaning defined above

History and Etymology for since

Adverb
Middle English sins, contraction of sithens, from sithen, from Old English siththan, from sīth tham after that, from sīh after, late + tham, dative of thæt that; akin to Old High German sīd later and perhaps to Latin setius to a lesser degree
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Learn More about since

Share since

Resources for since

Time Traveler! Explore the year a word first appeared 〇

From the Editors at Merriam-Webster

'Since' vs. 'As' vs. 'Because'

'Since' vs. 'As' vs. 'Because'

Which conjunction should you use to show cause?

Dictionary Entries near since

sinay bean
Sinbad
sincamas
since
sincere
sincerely
sincerity

Phrases Related to *since*

ever since
since (the) year dot
since (the) year one
since that time
since then
since time immemorial
since when
the best/greatest thing since sliced bread

Statistics for *since*

Last Updated
27 Feb 2019
Look-up Popularity
Top 10% of words
Time Traveler for *since*

The first known use of *since* was in the 15th century

See more words from the same century
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More Definitions for *since*

since

*adverb*

English Language Learners Definition of *since*

(Entry 1 of 3)

: from a past time until now
: after a time in the past
: before the present time

since

*conjunction*
English Language Learners Definition of *since* (Entry 2 of 3)

: in the period after the time when
: from the time in the past when
—used to introduce a statement that explains the reason for another statement

**since**

*preposition*

English Language Learners Definition of *since* (Entry 3 of 3)

: in the time after (a specified time or event in the past) : from (a point in the past) until the present time

*See the full definition for *since* in the English Language Learners Dictionary*

**since**

*adverb*

\ˈsins\n
**Kids Definition of *since***

(Entry 1 of 3)

1 : from a definite past time until now He moved and hasn't returned *since*.
2 : before the present time : *ago* The poet is long *since* dead.
3 : after a time in the past She has *since* become rich.

**since**

*conjunction*

Kids Definition of *since* (Entry 2 of 3)

1 : in the period after We've played better *since* you joined the team.
2 : *because* *Since* you have finished your work, you may go.

**since**

*preposition*

Kids Definition of *since* (Entry 3 of 3)

1 : in the period after I haven't seen them *since* last week.
2 : continuously from We have lived here *since* I was born.
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More from Merriam-Webster on *since*

Rhyming Dictionary: *Words that rhyme with since*

Thesaurus: *All synonyms and antonyms for since*

Spanish Central: *Translation of since*

English: *Translation of since for Spanish Speakers*

Britannica English: *Translation of since for Arabic Speakers*

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/since